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Extinction effects in x-ray holographic imaging with internal reference
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Secondary extinction effects in x-ray holography with internal atomic reference are examined in the frame
of multiple-scattering power transfer equations for a mosaic crystal. The calculations are compared with
experimental holograms of an imperfect Cu3Au single crystal measured using x-ray fluorescence and total
electron yields. It is shown that extinction effects in imperfect crystals can influence reconstructed real-space
images in x-ray atom-resolving holography.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Internal x-ray source holography1 was suggested to solv
the crystallographic phase problem. It uses atomic sour
emitting spherical x-ray waves, and employs a holograp
formalism to analyze the pattern of the interference betw
the directly emitted internal reference wave and the wa
scattered on neighboring atoms. Since these waves are a
coherently, the measured intensity contains informat
about the relative phase of the object waves and thus a
version of the hologram to the real space is feasible.2 This
type of holography was performed for the first time wi
electrons3 and subsequently with x rays,4 g rays,5 and
neutrons.6 It is also performed in the time-reversed versio7

in which the interference of an external plane wave and s
tered waves is monitored by absorption of particular ato
serving as internal detectors. The signal for probing the lo
x-ray field intensity is provided by secondary yield and it
usually registered with an external detector. For a survey
x-ray holography, cf. review articles.8,9 The present pape
discusses the time-reversed x-ray holography, but all of
conclusions may be extended to the direct version of x-
holography and tog-ray and neutron holography.

Until now, all x-ray holographic experiments were pe
formed for single crystals. Simultaneously, in the pres
theories the holograms were usually calculated by summ
the contributions from scatterers in small clusters~typically
with radius 50Å, containing maximal 105 atoms! around the
atoms of interest. The cluster approach10,11 originates from
photoelectron holography in which all atomic sources
located near surface and the high absorption reduces the
tributions from further scatterers. However, for x rays t
presence of the scattering and absorbing medium out
such clusters can influence the holographic pattern. Bec
of the weak absorption of x rays, the predominant feature
x-ray holograms recorded for both imperfect8,9 and
perfect12,13 crystals are sharp lines resulting from long-ran
order. These lines are centered on reciprocal vectors an
on the so-called Kossel cones corresponding to the Br
condition.14 In experiments, the shape of these sharp featu
often differs from that predicted by the kinematic
theory,15,16 and any angular dependent features that are
described by the kinematical model can cause a distortio
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the real-space reconstruction of the holograms perform
with existing algorithms. This deviation from the antisym
metrical shape was often attributed to the self-interferenc
the object waves but, as it will be shown, it is a oversimp
fied picture. Close to the Bragg angle, the kinematical the
is not valid. Extinction effects of the primary beam, caus
by Bragg scattering, can be severe.17 Unlike in x-ray diffrac-
tion, where the extinction effects decrease the measured
tensity, the extinction effects in x-ray holography can hav
more complex influence on the secondary yield. The seco
ary yield is excited by both the primary and scattered bea
and, as it will be shown, can be decreased or increase
particular depth of the sample depending on the interac
between the incident and the scattered beams.

In a holographic experiments performed for imperfe
crystals, the coherent interaction between beams~which is
exploited in x-ray standing wave method18–21! is averaged,
depending on crystal quality and/or experimental conditio
Therefore, the extinction theory of mosaic crystals~second-
ary extinction!17,22 is suitable for application in x-ray holog
raphy. The secondary extinction model, adopted in
present work for x-ray holography, uses the followin
scheme. Inside a single mosaic block the holographic pic
can be used. The local reference wave~characteristic of a
single mosaic block! interferes with object waves which ar
scattered inside the same crystallite, and this interfere
field is probed by an atomic detector. However, near
Bragg condition, the radiation is rescattered into oth
blocks. This radiation is then incoherently coupled with t
incident beam in other mosaic blocks and can increase
secondary yield coming from a particular depth. Simul
neously, the incident beam is attenuated by both absorp
and extinction. The extinction effects will thus strongly d
pend on the escape depth of the secondary signal. Figu
illustrates the extinction effects in in x-ray holography in t
mosaic crystal model.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the abso
tion and extinction cross sections for a small spherical cr
tallite ~single mosaic block! are calculated in the kinematica
approximation. These cross sections are subsequently us
coupling constants of power transfer equation used for
culation of the secondary electron yield from a mosaic cr
tal. Section III compares the calculation with an experime
©2004 The American Physical Society03-1
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performed for an imperfect Cu3Au crystal. Section IV quali-
tatively discusses the influence of extinction effects on
constructed real-space images.

II. THEORY

The calculation is performed under the following assum
tions.

~i! The sample consists of spherical mosaic blocks,
which the absorption and scattering are small, i.e.,mR!1
and sR!1, whereR@a is the average size of a mosa
block anda is the lattice constant. This means that the inte
sity of the radiation does not change significantly over
length comparable toR. For this reason, all the calculation
correspond to the so-called secondary extinction approxi
tion. If this condition is not fulfilled, so-called primary ex
tinction may dominate.23

~ii ! Inside a single mosaic block, the holographic mod
lation of the absorption cross section and the extinction cr
section are calculated by coherent summation over all at
inside the block.

~iii ! Near the Bragg condition, radiation can be multip
scattered between blocks, and this changes the intensi
the total field inside the sample. The transfer of power
tween blocks is incoherent. The phase relation between
waves diffracted by two adjacent blocks is supposed to
random and this results in an incoherent process. The tran
between blocks is calculated using two-beam approximat

A. Absorption, extinction, and secondary yield of a single
mosaic block

Consider a plane wave with a wavelength of the order
0.1 nm, which irradiates a spherical crystallite with relative

FIG. 1. Illustration of extinction effects in x-ray holography fo
a mosaic crystal. Inside a single mosaic block, a holographic pic
of the interference between the referenceR and object wavesO can
be used. However, the incident fieldI 0 at a given depth that give
rise to the local reference wave is already attenuated in block
lesser depth. Near the Bragg condition the radiation is addition
rescattered (I s), and it is incoherently coupled with the inciden
beam in other mosaic blocks. For details see text.
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small diameterR. The incident radiation is attenuated v
absorption and scattering. For simplicity, it is assumed t
only coherent scattering and photoelectric absorption c
tribute to the attenuation. Therefore, the total cross sec
for any attenuation process per unit volume of the crystal
may be written as

s tot~kW !5s~kW !1m~kW !, ~1!

wheres(kW ) is the extinction or the coherent scattering cro
section per unit volume andm(kW ) is the photoelectric absorp
tion cross section per unit volume.kW is the wave vector of the
incident plane wave.

B. Extinction

The extinction cross section per unit volume of th
spherical block can be calculated by an integral over
direction of the scattered beamks

W :

s~kW !5E s~kW ,kW s!dVks
. ~2!

Generally, this calculation is not straightforward. For po
scatterers and arbitrarily shaped objects, it can be calcul
by a real-space summation.24 Since the real-space summatio
is extremely nonconvergent,25 such a calculation is limited to
small ~5–10 nm! clusters and cannot represent the appro
mate solution for bigger clusters.

For a crystalline spherical object containing nonpo
scatterers, the scattering cross section can be obtained
the Bragg condition corresponding to a reciprocal vec
HW :26,27

sH~DuH!5
8p2

k2 UFH

V U2 G

G21~k sin 2uHDuH!2
. ~3!

In Eq. ~3! DuH5DuH(kW ) is a small angular deviation o
the incident beam from the exact Bragg condition measu
in the scattering plane~the plane containing the incident an
the diffracted beam as well as the reciprocal vectorHW ).

Equation~3! is a smoothed Lorentz version of the exa
expression calculated for a sharp edged sphere,27 and

G5
1

r
. ~4!

The parameterr5r(HW ) is introduced here as the effec
tive coherent size of the crystallite. Generally, it can a
qualitatively describe the properties of the incident be
~energy spread and divergence!. However, in this work it is
assumed thatr53R/4, whereR is the radius of the crystal
lite. The Bragg angle corresponding toHW is denoted asuH .
FH is the structure factor:

FH5(
i 51

N

f ie
2 iHW •rW i ~5!

re

at
ly
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and f i is the angular dependent atomic scattering factor
the i th atom in the unit cell composed ofN atoms.f i con-
tains the Debye-Waller and the polarization factor. For s
plicity, the polarization factor is calculated for an unpola
ized incident beam.V is the volume of the unit cell.

The full two-dimensional directional dependence ofs is
calculated as a sum over reciprocal points:

s~kW !5(
H

sH~DuH!. ~6!

C. Absorption

Contrary to the extinction cross section for an interme
ate size crystallite, which has to be evaluated only n
Bragg conditions and otherwise is close to zero, the abs
tion cross section must be calculated over a full hemisph
The average absorption cross section per unit volume ma
divided into a constant partm0, resulting from pure absorp
tion, and an angular dependent part containing holograp
oscillations:8

m~kW !5m01ms~kW !, ~7!

where

m051/V(
j 51

N

s j
abs ~8!

and

ms~kW !51/V(
j 51

N

s j
absx j~kW !. ~9!

s j
abs is the absorption cross section of thej th atom in the

unit cell calculated for an isolated atom. The absorption cr
section of an isolated atoms j

abs is calculated from tabulated
values of the imaginary part of the atomic scattering am
tude f j9 ass j

abs'24p/k f j9 .

x j (kW ) is the hologram seen by thej th atom in the centra
unit cell of the sphere. Since the crystallite has finite dim
sions, all atoms, apart from the atoms related by symme
are nonequivalent. Therefore, the summation in Eq.~9!
should be performed over all atoms in the crystallite a
ought not to be restricted to atoms belonging to a single
cell. However, because of the lack of the periodicity, t
calculation of the exact expression is not readily perform
Only N holograms characteristic ofN atoms in the centra
unit cell are calculated and they represent an effective h
gram characteristic ofj th type of atoms. These hologram
are calculated using a modified average shape of the cry
lite, which to some extent compensates this approximati

Holographic oscillationsx j are calculated similarly as in
previous works, i.e., as~see Refs. 15,16!

x j~kW !522r 0ReE d3r r̃ j~rW !
eikurW2rW j u

urW2rW j u
eikW•(rW2rW j ), ~10!
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wherer̃ j is the electron density of the crystallite with thej th
atom removed:

r̃ j~rW !5r~rW !2r j~rW !, ~11!

and r 0 is the classical electron radius.
r̃ j is evaluated as a product of a reciprocal series of

infinite latticer` and the shape functionSj (rW):

r 0r̃ j5r 0r̃`Sj~rW !5F1/V(
H

FHeiHW •rWGSj~rW !. ~12!

In accordance with previous considerations, the sh
function Sj is different for each atom in the crystallite. T
make the calculation simple, the effective hologram of t
j th atom in a unit cell is calculated only for the central un
cell of the sphere by using an effective spherically symme
shape functionS̃(rW). Using this approximation, the angula
dependent part of the absorption cross section may be wr
as

ms~kW !5
8p

V2

1

k
Re(

H
FHGH* E d3rS̃~r !ei (HW 1kW )•rW

eikr

r
.

~13!

The factorGH ,

GH5(
j 51

N

f j9e
2 iHW •rW j , ~14!

is similar to the structure factorFH , but it contains only the
imaginary parts of the atomic scattering amplitudesf j9 ,
which also include the Debye-Waller factor. Of course t
effective shape functionS̃(r ) cannot be chosenad hoc. The
form of the shape function can be derived from the re
space calculations of extinction and absorption for sm
clusters containing point scatterers. The extinction and
sorption patterns calculated for pure imaginary scatter
amplitudes and for centrosymmetric systems have, a
from amplitude, the same form.24,28 Thus, in order to calcu-
late the absorption pattern which is consistent with the c
culation of extinction,S̃(r ) has to equal as follows:

S̃~r !5e2Gr . ~15!

This form of S̃(r ) qualitatively takes into account the fi
nite dimension of the spherical crystallite. It mimics the a
tocorrelation function of the sphere with radiusR: s(r )
5(R2r /2)2(2R1r /2)/(2R3).

For this form of S̃(r ) the angular dependent part of th
absorption cross section becomes

ms~kW !5U4p

V U2 1

k
Re(

H
FHGH*

1

q
Fm~kW !, ~16!

where

Fm~kW !5Ł~kW 1!2Ł~kW 2! ~17!
3-3
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and

Ł~x!5
x2 iG

G21x2
. ~18!

The auxiliary variables introduced in Eq.~16! are

q5uHW 1kW u,k15k1q,k25k2q. ~19!

Equation~16!, apart fromGH , is similar to the expression
in other works.15,16

It is noteworthy that by a suitable approximation one c
show thatms has very similar sin 2uB-like dependence on th
angular deviation from the Bragg condition to the express
for extinction.

Figure 2 shows the directional dependence of absorp
ms and extinctions cross sections plotted in the function
the angular deviationDuH from the Bragg angle in the sca
tering plane calculated from Eqs.~3! and ~16!, respectively.

All curves have the same widths. The ratio of theirs a
plitudes is only determined byFH andGH . The real part of
the absorption cross section has an almost antisymm
shape, whereas the imaginary parts of the absorption c
section and the extinction cross section have an almost s
metrical shape.

D. Secondary yield

For the calculation of secondary yield from the absorb
crystalline, it is worth introducing

mdet~kW !5m0
det1ms

det~kW !, ~20!

i.e., the absorption cross section per unit volume of the ato
emitting secondary yield. It is calculated in the same man
asm with GH replaced by

DH5(
i 51

M

f i9e
2 iHW •rW i. ~21!

FIG. 2. Directional dependence of absorptionms and extinction
s cross sections in a single mosaic block plotted in the function
the angular deviationDuH from the Bragg angle in the scatterin
plane. Extinction~dashed line! is calculated foruFHu251. The real
~thick solid line! and the imaginary~thin solid line! parts of absorp-
tion for GH51 and forFH51 or FH5 i , respectively. The vertica
dotted lines correspond to FWHM of the symmetrical curves.
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In Eq. ~21!, the summation is overM atoms in the unit
cell giving rise to secondary yield, and hereafter referred
as detecting atoms.

E. Mosaic spread

In the subsequent section,m, mdet, ands are calculated
to represent the average cross sections per unit volume
mosaic crystal. It is assumed that the angular distribution
mosaic blocks is independent of the position in the sam
The coefficientss, m, and mdet are than replaced by th
convolutions

s→s* W, m→m* W, mdet→mdet* W, ~22!

whereW is the mosaic spread function.
In the calculation it is performed by replacing

G→G1
k sin 2uHDW

2
, ~23!

whereDW is the full width at the half maximum~FWHM! of
the mosaic distribution. This approximately corresponds t
convolution with a Lorentzian mosaic distribution.

F. Secondary yield calculated for a mosaic crystal

If the direction of the incident beam is close to the Bra
condition, a revised formalism is needed to calculate the
logram. Such a suitable and self-consisted formalism ba
on the Darwin multiple-scattering equation22,29 was recently
described by Sears30 and it is used in this section to calcula
the secondary yield.

The calculation of the directional dependence of the s
ondary yield is performed for a crystalline sample in t
form of a slab with infinite lateral extent and with the e
trance surface atz50 and the exit surface atz5d. For such
a system the total number of photons inside the sampl
depthz, i.e., I (z) @in the text of the paper,I (z) represents the
total power in the beam in photon/s or the neutron curren
neutron/s# depends only on the depth inside a sample.

For 0,z,d, the equations describing the power trans
between the primary beamI 0(z)5I 0(z,kW ) and the scattered
beamI s(z)5I s(z,kW ) are

dI0~z!

dz
52t00I 0~z!1ts0I s~z!,

6
dIs~z!

dz
52tssI s~z!1t0sI 0~z!, ~24!

where @1# is for the Laue forward-scattering geomet
~scattered beam leaves through exit surface! and@2# for the
Bragg backscattering geometry~scattered beam leave
through entrance surface!.

The coupling constants are

t005
s~kW !1m~kW !

sinu0
, ts05

s~ks
W !

sinus
, ~25!

f
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tss5
s~ks

W !1m~ks
W !

sinus
, t0s5

s~kW !

sinu0
.

us andks
W are the positive glancing angle and the wave vec

of the diffracted beam.
For the Laue forward-scattering geometry, the bound

conditions are

I 0~0!51,I s~0!50, ~26!

and for the Bragg back-scattering geometry

I 0~0!51,I s~d!50. ~27!

Equation~24! can be solved analytically and the closed fo
of the solution can be obtained.30

The secondary yieldY ~particle/s! of atoms of interest can
be calculated from

Y~kW !5E
0

d

P~z!@y0~z!1ys~z!#dz, ~28!

where

y0~z!5
mdet~kW !

sinu0
I 0~z!, ys~z!5

mdet~ks
W !

sinus
I s~z! ~29!

are the absorption per unit depth of the primary and scatte
beams, respectively.P(z) is the probability that the second
ary particle emitted at depthz reaches the detector. For sim
plicity, it is assumed that

P~z!5exp~2msecz!, ~30!

where 1/msec is the escape depth of the secondary radiati
If mdet5m, the secondary yield can also be calculat

from the total power loss at depthz:

Y~kW !}2E
0

d

P~z!S dI0~z!

dz
6

dIs~z!

dz Ddz, ~31!

where6 corresponds to the Laue and the Bragg geome
respectively.

For P(z)51, the detected secondary yieldY is equal to
the total absorptionA of the sample.

From Eqs.~24!–~28!, it follows that

R1T1A51, ~32!

whereT5I 0(d) is the transitivity of the sample andR is the
reflectivity of the sample; for the Laue geometryR
5I H(d), while for the Bragg geometryR5I H(0).

Equation~32! gives the conservation of energy~particles!
in the system. In addition Eq.~32! is used as a referenc
check for calculations.

III. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

In order to examine the extinction effects, x-ray hol
grams were recorded for an imperfect Cu3Au single crystal
using secondary yield signals having significantly differe
escape depths: x-ray fluorescence yield~XFY! and total elec-
tron yield ~TEY!. The sample used in the experiment was
18410
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polished Cu3Au crystal in the ordered phase with the surfa
parallel to (001) direction. The mosaicity of the sample w
;0.2°. Holographic experiments had been already p
formed on such samples.15,31The measurements were carrie
out with synchrotron radiation at HASYLAB on beamlin
CEMO using a Ge~111! double-crystal monochromator a
energy 10 keV. The CuKa,b x-ray fluorescence was mea
sured using a unbiased PN photodiode~active area diamete
20 mm! similar as in Ref. 32. The average measured curr
was;0.1310210 A. The diode was tilted with respect to th
sample surface normal by 40° and placed 80 mm from
sample. For this observation angle the effective escape d
of the x-ray Cu K fluorescence is;5 mm. In addition,
25 mm Ni and Zn absorber foils were placed in front of th
diode in order to suppress the elastically scattered radiat
To monitor for a possible contamination of the signal
Bragg-reflected primary beam, the whole pattern was sim
taneously measured with a silicon drift detector. The to
electron yield was collected by placing the sample in a
filled chamber and biasing it to290 V. The average mea
sured current was;0.531029 A. The value of the escape
depth of the electron signal was estimated to
;0.2 mm.33,34 In order to exclude any signal coming from
the reflection of the primary beam into He, parts of the p
tern were measured with the sample placed in a vacu
chamber withp;531027 Torr in a separate experimen
Both XFY and TEY were measured simultaneously as
function of the sample orientation relative to the beam dir
tion. The slow scan was performed by changing the a
muthal angleF with a step ofDF50.5° and in the range
(0°,180°). For time limitation, some part of the patterns w
measured on aDF51° grid. The polar angleQ was
changed continuously and integrated overDQ;0.1° for
;1 s. The maximum polar angle was limited by the entran
window of the chamber to approximately 56°. The measu
patterns were normalized using a signal from an ionizat
chamber. The background was removed separately for e
F scan by a polynomial fit. The missing area forF
5(180°,360°) was obtained using the twofold symmetry
the pattern. No other processing was applied to the patte

Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show the measured XFY and TEY
patterns in the orthographic projection. Figure 3~c! shows the
positions of the predominant Kossel-Bragg lines. So
sparse contamination~four short white lines! from Bragg re-
flection can be seen for the XFY pattern. Although XFY a
TEY holograms have the same symmetry and similar slo
varying features, the profiles of the sharp lines correspond
to the Bragg conditions are completely different. These d
ferences cannot be attributed neither to different atoms s
ing as internal detectors~the XFY comes exclusively from
the Cu atoms, while the TEY has also a contribution from
atoms! nor to different mosaic block distribution near th
surface of the sample and in the bulk. Almost all differenc
between TEY and XFY are caused by extinction. Accordi
to the kinematical results of Sec. II A, the secondary yie
for a centrosymmetrical sample should show a antisymme
cal black-white contrast~deficit/excess in the secondar
yield! across the Kossel cone. Such a behavior can be
3-5
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FIG. 3. Extinction effects in experimental x-ray holograms o
Cu3Au at 10 keV.~a! X-ray hologram measured using CuK fluo-
rescence secondary signal~XFY!. ~b! X-ray hologram measured
using total electron secondary signal~TEY!. ~c! Positions of the
Kossel lines on the hemisphere. The black circle denotes the
sition from Bragg to Laue geometry for the (022) line.
18410
served for the (200) line, for which extinction does not i
fluence the secondary yield at all, for both XFY and TE
The (200) line corresponds to a unique symmetrical refl
tion in the Laue geometry~forward-scattered beam goes in
the sample!. In contrast, for the (006) line in the symmetric
Bragg geometry~backscattered beam leaves through the
trance surface! the extinction effects influence both TEY an
XFY. For TEY, this line can be observed as a white li
~excess in the integrated intensity!, while for XFY it shows a
small deficit in the integrated intensity. In the TEY patte
the (244) and (1̄1̄3) lines ~Bragg geometry! are strongly
enhanced, while the lines corresponding to the Laue ge
etry, (11̄1̄), (1̄11) are hardly influenced by extinction. Fu
thermore, the rapid drop in the intensity corresponding to
Bragg-Laue transition is especially apparent for the (02
line in the TEY signal. The (1̄11) line has a decreased inte
sity, while the otherwise symmetrically equivalent (111̄̄)
line has an increased intensity in the XFY pattern. It resu
from different asymmetry parametersj5sinu/sinus of these
reflections.

Figures 4~a! and 4~b! show patterns simulated for XFY a
TEY with parameters corresponding to the experiment. T
calculation was based on power transfer equations as
scribed in Sec. II F For comparison, Fig. 4~c! shows the ho-
logram calculated without extinction effects for a single m
saic block. All patterns were calculated for Cu referen
atoms, an average mosaic block diameter of 0.1mm, and
mosaic angular spread 0.2°. The agreement between ex
mental patterns and calculation is very good for both XF
and TEY. The main differences result from noise, imperf
background subtraction, and approximations used in the
culation. All extinction affected lines corresponding to th
Bragg condition are properly described by the theory. Sim
taneously, the calculation predicts that, independent of
secondary yield, the lines in the symmetric Laue geome
are not affected by extinction and that for the asymme
Laue, extinction is important only in XFY pattern.

IV. DISCUSSION. INFLUENCE OF EXTINCTION EFFECTS
ON RECONSTRUCTED REAL-SPACE IMAGES

The experiment and calculation show that the second
yield emitted from an imperfect crystal is strongly influenc
by extinction effects. The most important question is if t
reconstructed real-space images are also influenced by t
effects. Extinction produces sharp symmetric lines lying
the Kossel cones. For simplicity, let us assume that s
features, corresponding to a pair of lattice vectorsHW and
2HW , can be approximated using Diracd distributions:

x~u,f!5c1d~u2uH!1c2d~u2u2H!, ~33!

where u and f are the polar and azimuthal angles in t
coordinate frame withz axis parallel toHW , uH5p/22uB and
u2H5p/21uB , uB being the Bragg angle. The factorsc1

and c2 are the amplitudes of the lines forHW and 2HW , re-
spectively. The spherical integral transform2 to the real
space,
n-
3-6
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FIG. 4. Extinction effects in calculated x-ray holograms of
Cu3Au at 10 keV.~a! Calculated x-ray hologram corresponding
XFY. ~b! Calculated x-ray hologram corresponding to TEY.~c!
X-ray hologram calculated without extinction. All patterns a
shown as orthographic projections.
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U~rW !5E
Sk

x~kW !eikW•rWdVk , ~34!

then gives

U~r,z!52pk2cos~uB!J0~kr cosuB!F ~c11c2!cosS p
z

dH
D

1 i ~c12c2!sinS p
z

dH
D G , ~35!

wherer andz are cylindrical coordinates in the same coo
dinate frame anddH is the lattice plane spacing. Figure
shows extinction lines, for a pair of symmetrical reciproc
space vectors, calculated with the same formalism as
patterns in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! and the corresponding numer
cal real-space reconstructionuU(r,z)u2. Figure 5~a! roughly
corresponds to situation of (11̄1) and (11̄1̄) reflections
when c1'2c2 , while Fig. 5~b! to the situationc1'c2 .
The latter case can appear as an artifact if ap
symmetrization35,36 is performed on the experimental patte
recorded only for a hemisphere. Equation~35! and Fig. 5
show that extinction produces artifact images which ha
periodicity of a particular lattice plane spacing and a ph
shift depending on the ratio betweenc1 and c2 and lie on
the direction ofHW . Recently it was shown that such effec
cannot be fully removed by Fourier filtering of th
holograms.37

The shape~intensities and widths! of extinction lines de-
pends on the mosaic spread, the detection geometry, the
ergy of the incident radiation, and the absorption and
scattering cross sections, and has to be calculated f
power-transfer equation@Eq. ~24!# for a given crystal and an
experimental geometry. However, for an arbitrary crystal a
an arbitrary experimental geometry, one can estimate the
plitude of artefacts induced by extinction in the real spa
Let us assume that the extinction lines visible in the ho
gram have Lorenztian shape:L(u)5p21g/(g21u2), where

FIG. 5. Extinction effects in real-space images. Top: Angu
profiles of the extinction lines corresponding to a pair of recipro

vectorsHW and 2HW . Insets show the positions of the lines on th
sphere. Bottom: reconstructed cut of the real space.~a! and ~b!
correspond to two different cases described in the text.
3-7
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g is the angular width of the observed lines, which is det
mined by the mosaicity~mean radius and angular spread
mosaic blocks!, incident radiation energy, and the finite a
gular resolution. Replacingd(u) by L(u) in Eq. ~33! and
inserting it into Eq.~34! one can show that the extinction
induced features at distancez ~for r50) have maximum
amplitude Ue(z)'(2pk)2Ag cos(uB)exp(2kzg). The mea-
surable intensityA of the extinction lines~maximum value
normalized to the constant background! is connected withc6

of Eq. ~33! by A5c/(pg), where for simplicity it is as-
sumed thatc5c15c2 . For comparison, a single point sca
terer, located at distancez from the detector atom, produces
hologramx(u)52 f̄ cos(kz2kzcosu)/z, whereu is measured
relative to the line joining both atoms, andf̄
5(4p)21* f (u)dV is an effective real-valued scattering am
plitude. The reconstruction of this hologram to the re
space, using Eq.~34!, produces two peaks in the real spa
~the real and the twin image! which have the amplitude
U1(z)54pk2 f̄ /z. For example, taking some realistic value
f̄ 515r 0 , E510 keV, z5a053.96 Å, g50.1°, A50.02
~similar as in holograms measured for Cu3Au), and (220)
reflection in a cubic lattice one getsU1 /Ue'1.

Therefore, extinction, in addition to the twin images11 and
limited k-space range, can lead to artifacts in the real-sp
reconstruction performed for imperfect crystals. Since
spurious images can occupy the correct atomic positio
they could lead to a false conclusions about the quality of
real-space reconstructions in previous experiments.

It is likely that the extinction-induced artefacts can
suppressed by multiple energy algorithms.38,39 In such algo-
rithms, reconstructions corresponding to different energ
~wave-vector values! are multiplied by a phase factor an
coherently added, which can be approximately written as

UM~r,z!5E
kmin

kmax
k22U~r,z!eikrdk, ~36!

whereUM is the new real-space image. Since the phase
the reconstructed real image ofj th atom behaves likee2 ikr j ,
such images are enhanced by this multienergy algorit
Twin images~having phaseeikr j) and spurious images with
different phase dependence are strongly suppressed11,38

From Eq.~35! it follows that the extinction induced artifact
have different phase behavior than the exponent from
~36!, and this indicates that they could be removed in
same way as twin images. However, this possibility has to
verified in numerical stimulations.

The recently proposed single-energy algorithms,16,40,41

will be also influenced by extinction. Furthermore, it must
on
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checked if diverse algorithms13,42,43for twin-image removal
are feasible to suppress the extinction effects. It is notew
thy that similar problems arise even for powder samples
the photon interference x-ray absorption fine struct
~pXAFS! method,44–46 which is an angle-integrated versio
of holography, and in recently proposed x-ray-absorpt
holography47 and angular integrated x-ray elastic-scatteri
methods.24 The reader is referred to a discussion concern
these papers.48,49

V. CONCLUSIONS

It was shown that extinction effects in large imperfe
crystals having an approximate mosaic structure can in
ence both x-ray holograms and real-space reconstruc
Contrary to the x-ray standing wave~XSW! method where
extinction is important only for XFY detection~i.e., when
probing depth of the secondary radiation is grater than
called extinction length!, extinction effects in an holographi
experiment performed on an imperfect sample are also
portant for TEY i.e. for short probing depths. The role
extinction effects requires more extensive studies. In part
lar similar effects should be examined in the direct version
x-ray holography and forg-ray and neutron holography
These effects may be reduced by an optimization of exp
mental strategy. For example, use of high energy or bro
band illumination50,51 will strongly reduce the extinction ef
fects. In these cases almost all the scattering take place c
to symmetrical Laue geometry and thus it will be hard
affected by extinction. Another possibility is to use thin
small samples or samples with very small average diam
of mosaic blocks.

The simple theory, which is based on power-trans
equation, was verified by a comparison with experiment a
can be used for more quantitative description of the exti
tion effects in the reconstructed real-space images for c
tals having an approximate mosaic structure. Based on
presented theory the existing reconstruction algorithm can
modified in order to take into account the extinction effec
However, for other sorts of imperfect crystals~bent, strained
crystal! more adequate theories20 should be used for quanti
tative analysis of the extinction effects.
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